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Abstract 

Preliminary attempts of quantifying the stratospheric ozone contribution in the observations at the 

Zugspitze summit (2962 m a.s.l.) next to Garmisch-Partenkirchen in the German Alps had yielded 

an approximate doubling of the stratospheric fraction of the Zugspitze ozone during the time period 

1978 and 2004. These investigations had been based on data filtering by using low relative humidity 

and elevated 7Be as the criteria for selecting half-hour intervals of ozone data representative of 

stratospheric intrusion air. For quantifying the residual stratospheric component in stratospherically 

influenced air masses, however, the mixing of tropospheric air into the stratospheric intrusion layers 

must be taken into account. In fact, the dew-point-mirror instrument at the Zugspitze summit station 

rarely registers relative humidity (RH) values lower than 10 % in stratospheric air intrusions. Since 

2007 a programme of routine lidar sounding of ozone, water vapour and aerosol has been conducted 

in the Garmisch-Partenkirchen area. The lidar results demonstrate that the intrusion layers are dryer 

by roughly one order of magnitude than indicated in the in-situ measurements. Even in thin layers 

frequently RH values clearly below 1 % have been observed. These thin, undiluted layers present an 

important challenge for atmospheric modelling. Although the ozone values never reach values 

typical of the lower-stratosphere it becomes, thus, obvious that, without strong wind shear or 

convective processes, mixing of stratospheric and tropospheric air must be very slow in most of the 

free troposphere. As a consequence, the analysis the Zugspitze data can be assumed to be more 

reliable than anticipated. Finally, the concentrations of Zugspitze carbon monoxide rarely drop 

inside intrusion layers and normally stay clearly above full stratospheric values. This indicates that 

most of the CO and, thus, the intrusion air mass originate in the shallow "mixing layer" around the 

thermal tropopause. The CO mixing ratio in these descending layers between 1990 and 2004 

exhibits a slightly positive trend indicating some Asian influence on the lowermost stratosphere in 

the high-latitude source region of most intrusions reaching the station. 
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1 Introduction 

The increase of ozone and 7Be at the Alpine summit station Zugspitze (2962 m a.s.l., Garmisch-

Partenkirchen, Germany) between the mid-seventies and 2002 (Oltmans et al., 2006; 2012; Logan et 

al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2012) has led to systematic efforts for identifying and quantifying its 

reasons. During the decade after 1990, the ozone precursor emissions in Europe were on a decline 

(e.g., Jonson et al., 2006; Vautard et al., 2006; and references in these papers), quite in contrast to 

the Zugspitze ozone. However, data filtering by Scheel (2002; 2003; pp. 66-71 in ATMOFAST, 

2005), based on the ozone, relative-humidity (RH) and 7Be measurements, has shown that the only 

strong positive trend in the Zugspitze ozone between 1990 and 2002 is related to air descending in 

deep stratospheric intrusions. Similar conclusions were published by Ordoñez et al. (2007) for the 

Jungfraujoch station (3580 m a.s.l.) in the Swiss Alps for the time period between late 1992 and 

2004. At the lower-lying station Wank (1780 m a.s.l., also next to Garmisch-Partenkirchen) no 

ozone trend is seen at all between 1984 and 2004 reflecting the much lower stratospheric influence 

at that altitude (Elbern et al., 1997). However, the decreasing emissions during the 1990s are 

reflected by a decreasing amplitude of the seasonal cycle (Scheel, 2003). 

A positive trend of the stratospheric component was found for the Zugspitze ozone record even 

since the beginning of the measurements in 1978, accompanied by an increase in 7Be since the late 

seventies. The preliminary analysis suggests that the overall stratospheric ozone contribution at the 

Zugspitze summit has almost doubled from about 11 ppb to 20 ppb since the beginning of the 

measurements in 1978 (ATMOFAST, 2005), the first value being in agreement with background 

mixing ratios reported for the late nineteenth century (Volz and Kley, 1988). The corresponding 

fraction relative to the annual mean ozone value of approximately 40 % matches the global 

modelling results by Roelofs and Lelieveld (1997) for the entire troposphere. The importance of 

stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (STT) for the tropospheric ozone budget has also been 

underlined in a recent study of specific high-ozone layers in the middle and upper troposphere over 

Garmisch-Partenkirchen presumably fed by STT along the subtropical jet stream (Trickl et al., 

2011). STT along the subtropical jet stream is a particularly abundant source of STT (Sprenger et 

al., 2003). 

So far, the data filtering efforts underlying the determination of the stratospheric influence in the 

Zugspitze ozone record have neglected mixing of tropospheric air into the intrusion layers (see 

Trickl et al., 2010 for a comparison of different filtering criteria with daily model forecasts). 

However, since a relative humidity (RH) clearly below 10 % has been just occasionally recorded at 
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the mountain site there has been some debate on how much tropospheric air enters these descending 

air streams and on how to account for the resulting bias. In fact, the ozone mixing ratios observed in 

stratospheric intrusion layers reaching the Zugspitze summit are mostly much lower than the ozone 

mixing ratios in the lower stratosphere. 

The existence of mixing has been reported in a number of publications. Shapiro (1980) examined 

the role of turbulent mixing in a tropopause fold examined above 6 km due to the strong wind shear 

next to the jet stream. Predominant contributions to the turbulent exchange were concluded to be 

caused by low-frequency components rather than by the small-scale eddies associated with clear-air 

turbulence. A mixing zone in the tropopause region has been postulated, and the resulting chemical 

composition has been investigated in numerous studies (e.g., Danielsen, 1968; Shapiro, 1976; 1978; 

1980; Lelieveld et al., 1997; Hintsa et al., 1998; Zahn et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 2000; Hoor, et al., 

2002; Hoor et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2004; 2007; Brioude et al., 2006; 2008; Sprung and Zahn, 2010; 

Hegglin et al., 2009; Vogel et al., 2011). The development of aerosol layers of volcanic origin, from 

biomass burning or deserts around the tropopause is discussed by Trickl et al. (2013). Mixing of 

intrusion layers with surrounding air is also expected to occur in the troposphere (see overview by 

Stohl et al. (2003b)). In some cases mixing of polluted air into intrusions within the free 

troposphere has been reported (e.g., Parrish et al., 2000; Brioude al., 2007). Brioude et al. (2006) 

analyse the complex chemical composition of the air streams in the vicinity of an extra-tropical low. 

Stohl et al. (2007) discuss a case of turbulent mixing over Europe between a stratospheric intrusion 

and a polluted air mass from Southeast Asia. The mixing was observed in air-borne air-chemistry 

measurements in a region where the aircraft encountered turbulence and where the Richardson 

number – an indicator for possible occurrence of turbulence – was below 0.2. Mixing due 

convective activity was found by Cooper et al. (2005) or Homeyer et al. (2011). On the other hand, 

Bithell et al. (2000) report on a very dry layer of presumable stratospheric origin that had persisted 

in the troposphere for at least ten days. 

Lidar sounding has contributed to a strong revival of the investigation of stratosphere-troposphere 

transport (STT) and has also yielded insight into the impact of free-tropospheric long-range 

transport on the vertical distribution of atmospheric constituents, in particular ozone, water vapour 

and aerosol. In ground-based lidar time series (e.g., Langford et al., 1996; Eisele et al., 1999; Trickl 

et al., 2003; 2010; Zanis et al., 2003; Kuang et al., 2012) the O3 mixing ratio in stratospheric 

intrusions drops from typically 100 to 150 ppb in the middle and upper troposphere to roughly half 
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the value or less at (e.g.) 3000 m, sometimes within just half a day. The low values at around 3000 

m match those observed at the high-lying summit stations. 

By combining different lidar or vertical sounding methods complementary information on the 

character of specific air layers may be obtained (e.g., Browell et al. 1987; 1996; 2001; Trickl et al., 

2003; 2011; Flentje et al., 2005). Although aerosol was observed in a stratospheric air intrusion 

after the El Chichon volcanic eruption (Browell et al., 1987) the most important STT tracers 

accessible by lidar sounding are ozone and water vapour. Intrusion layers are characterized by 

elevated ozone and low water vapour, the mixing ratios of both, however, significantly deviating 

from the lower-stratospheric values of several hundred parts per billion for ozone and 4 to 5 ppm 

for water vapour (e.g., Scherer et al., 2008). 

An investigation of the humidity in a stratospheric intrusion layer may also be seen as a possibility 

for evaluating free-tropospheric mixing in models. Such an assessment is highly desirable since 

models tend to overestimate mixing into thin layers due to their limited spatial resolution and (in 

Eulerian models) numerical diffusion (e.g., Stohl et al., 2004; Rastigijev et al., 2010). Solving the 

problems with mixing is an important step in view of a quantification of the impact of deep STT on 

the chemical composition of the troposphere. 

Simultaneous lidar measurements of ozone and water vapour have been reported for air-borne 

systems only (e.g., Browell et al., 1996; 2001). In this paper, we report on recent simultaneous 

ground-based lidar measurements of ozone and water-vapour in the Garmisch-Partenkirchen area 

(Bavarian Alps, Germany), combined with Zugspitze in-situ measurements of ozone, RH and CO, 

and model results to gain further insight into the details of intrusion layers. We present results on 

the considerable dryness of deep stratospheric intrusions even in thin layers, as indicated by 

Vogelmann and Trickl (2008), strongly questioning the results of the in-situ RH measurements. We 

address the issue why, by contrast, ozone in layers descending from the stratosphere to the lower 

troposphere rarely exhibit very high concentrations. 

2 Mixing in Tropopause Folds and Tropopause Definitions 

Shapiro (1976; 1978; 1980) concluded from airborne measurements that significant turbulent 

structures exist in situations when the stratospheric air tongue entering the troposphere is, still, 

adjacent to the jet stream. These structures are caused by the considerable wind shear and 

horizontally cover about 100 km. They are also characterized by a transition of the ozone mixing 

ratio from stratospheric to tropospheric values. Figure 9 of Shapiro (1980) shows ozone and 

condensation nuclei during a flight through a tropopause fold at a pressure level of 366 mbar (about 
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7.9 km, i.e., possibly in an early phase of the descent). At the centre of the fold the density of the 

condensation nuclei, 200 cm3, was about ten times smaller than that outside the fold, and ozone 

maximized at 248 ppb. Towards the edges the number of nuclei grew and ozone diminished. 

Shapiro estimates a 50-% ozone loss to the adjacent tropospheric layers (a value confirmed by 

Vogel et al (2011) based on flight data for O3 and CO and model calculations). No values inside the 

fold are specified for lower altitudes. Condensation nuclei densities in the lowermost stratosphere 

were 50 to 100 cm3 (Fig. 3 of Shapiro (1980)). Thus, the enhancement must be ascribed to some 

additional tropospheric input. 

Shapiro does not address the question of how much of the "tropospheric" component was already 

present before the air mass reached the region of descent. Quite obviously, the tropopause upstream 

a fold is not a rigid barrier between the troposphere and the stratosphere. Vertical exchange in both 

directions occurs, forming a transition region (see literature cited in the Introduction). 

In the absence of ozone plumes advected just below the tropopause we regard the onset of the 

strong ozone rise towards higher altitudes as the tropopause since the definition of the stratosphere 

is related to ozone. Examples show that the rise in ozone is quite well correlated with that of the 

potential vorticity and that the first, strong rise of the potential vorticity can even start at about 1 

pvu (potential vorticity units; 1 pvu = 106 K m2 kg1 s1) or even below (e.g., Danielsen et al., 

1987; Pan et al., 2004). It is, thus, common practice in model-assisted investigations to use a 

potential-vorticity threshold to define the tropopause (dynamical tropopause), in particular in the 

vicinity of tropopause folds where the use of the thermal tropopause is not reasonable (see (Kuang 

et al., 2012) for a recent example). The World Meteorological Organization recommends a more 

robust threshold of 1.6 pvu for the dynamical tropopause (WMO, 1986). Hoerling et al. (1991) 

determined that 3.5 pvu is the best value for representing the extra-tropical thermal tropopause. For 

the studies of our team since 1996 a conservative threshold of 2.0 pvu has been used for the 

dynamic tropopause, and this is continued here for consistency. 

Zahn and Brenninkmeijer (2003) go a different way and define a chemical tropopause by 

correlating O3 and CO. They found in the rather abundant CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular 

Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container) flight data a rather sharp 

transition between positive correlation (troposphere) and negative correlation (stratosphere). Pan et 

al. (2004) concluded from numerous research flights between the tropics and arctic regions that the 

chemical transition is rather well centred around the thermal tropopause, whereas the 2-pvu 
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tropopause is located 1 to 3 km lower. As also known from the operational radiosonde ascents 

slightly elevated water vapour typically extends to 1 to 3 km above the thermal tropopause. 

In agreement with the findings reported in the literature our long-term aerosol observations (Jäger, 

2005; Trickl et al., 2013) have often revealed structures concentrated around the thermal 

tropopause, presumably caused by volcanic eruptions or fire plumes just reaching the tropopause 

region. In addition, during the years after the Pinatubo eruption stratospheric aerosol quite 

frequently "leaked" 2 to 3 km below the thermal tropopause. This behaviour is confirmed by our 

observations with the ozone lidar. However, also rather sharp cut-offs within a few hundred metres 

below the thermal tropopause exist for both species. 

More information on the research on the tropopause region can be found in a recent review by 

Gettelman et al. (2011). 

3 Methods 

3.1  Measurements 

The tropospheric ozone lidar is operated in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany (IMK-IFU, formerly 

IFU; 47º 28´ 37” N, 11º 3´ 52” E, 740 m a.s.l.). The laser source is a Raman-shifted KrF laser, and 

two separate receiving telescopes are used to cut divide the dynamic range of the backscatter signal 

of roughly eight decades. This lidar was completed as a two-wavelength differential-absorption 

lidar (DIAL) in 1990 (Kempfer et al., 1994). It was upgraded to a three-wavelength DIAL in 1994 

and 1995 (Eisele and Trickl, 1997; 2005), leading to a unique vertical range between roughly 0.2 

km above the ground and 3 to 5 km above the tropopause, the measurement time interval being just 

41 s. It features low uncertainties of about 3 ppb in the lower free troposphere, growing to 6 ppb 

(under optimum conditions) in the upper troposphere. The uncertainty further diminished after 

another system upgrading in 2012, after introducing a new ground-free input stage to our transient 

digitizers (Licel) that reduced the noise level by more than a factor of three. For the range covered 

by the near-field receiver (below 1.2 km above the lidar) the uncertainty is of the order of 6 ppb. 

Comparisons with the Zugspitze in-situ measurements (see below) show no relevant mutual bias, 

the standard deviation of the differences being less than 2 ppb. The upper-tropospheric performance 

may be degraded in the presence of high lower-tropospheric ozone concentrations absorbing a lot of 

the ultraviolet laser emission and by enhanced sky light in summer, in particular in the presence of 

clouds. Thus, longer data acquisition times, requiring some technical modifications, are planned for 

the future. The vertical resolution is dynamically varied between 50 m and a few hundred metres, 
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depending on the signal-to-noise ratio decreasing with altitude. The lidar has been used in numerous 

atmospheric transport studies (e.g., Eisele et al., 1999; Seibert et el., 2000; Carnuth et al. 2002; 

Trickl et al., 2003; 2010; 2011; Zanis et al., 2003). 

The water-vapour DIAL is operated at the Schneefernerhaus high-altitude research station at 2675 

m a.s.l., about 8.5 km to the south-west of IMK-IFU, 0.7 km to the south-west of and about 300 m 

below the Zugspitze summit (2962 m a.s.l.). The full details of this lidar system were described by 

Vogelmann and Trickl (2008). This lidar system is based on a powerful tunable narrow-band 

Ti:sapphire laser system with up to 250 mJ energy per pulse (typical choice: 100 mJ) operated at 

about 817 nm and a 0.65-m-diameter Newtonian receiver. Due to these specifications a vertical 

range up to about 12 km is achieved, almost independent on the solar background, with 

measurement durations of about fifteen minutes. The vertical resolution chosen in the data 

evaluation is dynamically varied between 50 m in altitude regions with good signal-to-noise ratio 

and roughly 260 m in the upper troposphere. Under optimum conditions the noise limit above 10 

km a.s.l. corresponds to uncertainties of about ±1.5×1020 m3 (density) or about 18 ppm (volume 

mixing ratio). In the lowermost part of the operating range (3 to 4 km) we estimate a density noise 

limit of ±5×1020 m3 or roughly ±25 ppm for layers with very low humidity. Under average 

temperature conditions this corresponds to about ±0.5 % RH. Under humid conditions we estimate a 

relative uncertainty of about 5 %. Free-tropospheric measurements clearly benefit from the elevated 

site outside or just below the edge of the moist Alpine boundary layer (e.g., Carnuth and Trickl, 

2000; Carnuth and Trickl, 2002). After a few years of testing, validating and optimizing the system, 

routine measurements were started in January 2007 with typically two measurement days per week, 

provided that the weather conditions are favourable. During this period also successful comparisons 

with an air-borne DIAL and a ground-based Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (Wirth et al., 

2009; Vogelmann et al., 2011) were achieved verifying average mutual biases of not more than 1 %. 

In addition, in-situ data from the monitoring station at the Zugspitze summit are used, in particular 

ozone, carbon monoxide, and relative humidity (RH). Ozone has been measured since 1978 (e.g., 

Reiter et al., 1987; Scheel et al., 1997; Oltmans et al., 2006; 2012). A chemiluminescence instru-

ment (Bendix 8002, Bendix Corporation, U.S.A.) was in operation until 1999. Thereafter, only 

ultraviolet absorption instruments have been employed (TE49 analysers, Thermoelectron, U.S.A.). 

The uncertainty level of the ozone measurements is less than 1 ppb. Carbon monoxide has been 

measured since 1990, using instrumentation based on gas chromatography with a mercury reduction 

detector (RGD2, Trace Analytical, U.S.A.) or gas filter correlation infrared absorption (TE48S, 
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Thermo Electron, U.S.A.) as well as vacuum resonance fluorescence (AL5001, AeroLaser, Ger-

many). Two different systems have been running in parallel for most of the time. RH is measured 

with a dew-point mirror (Thygan VTP6, Meteolabor, Switzerland) with a quoted uncertainty below 5 

% RH. 

3.2 Models 

Daily STT forecasts for a number of European observational sites have been made with a trajectory 

model by ETH Zürich since late in the year 2000 (Zanis et al., 2003; Trickl et al., 2010), started 

within the STACCATO project (Stohl et al., 2003b). Since June 2001 so-called “intrusion hit 

tables” have been additionally distributed giving a crude estimate of the time-height development of 

stratospheric air above the four partner stations Jungfraujoch, Zugspitze, Monte Cimone and 

Thessaloniki over several days. Also the stratospheric air intrusions presented here were forecasted 

in this way. On each day, trajectories are calculated with the Lagrangian Analysis Tool 

(LAGRANTO; Wernli and Davies, 1997) for the start times 0:00 and 12:00 UTC, as well as for 

0:00 and 12:00 UTC on the following day, using operational forecast data from the European 

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) with 1×1 resolution. For each start time 

four-day forward trajectories are calculated, starting in the entire region covering the Atlantic Ocean 

and Western Europe (20º east to 80º west and 40º to 80º north) between 250 and 600 mbar. From 

this large set of trajectories those initially residing in the stratosphere (potential vorticity larger than 

2.0 pvu) and descending during the following four days by more than 300 mbar into the troposphere 

were selected as “stratospheric intrusion trajectories”. The same selection criterion was used in a 

previous case study (Wernli, 1997) to study an intrusion associated with a major North Atlantic 

cyclone. 

For the cases of the present study, the LAGRANTO calculations were repeated, based on the 

ECMWF ERA-Interim re-analysis data set (Dee et al., 2011), at intervals of 6 h starting at 0:00 

UTC on each day. The trajectory time period was extended from four to five days. This results in an 

enhanced number of trajectories accepted by the algorithm because of a higher probability of 

descent below the threshold altitude. 

In addition, backward analyses were carried out. For long transport paths trajectory analyses based 

on a moderate number of trajectories become less meaningful due to increasingly bad geographical 

coverage and the neglect of turbulent mixing. As a consequence backward options of the 

Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 1998, 2005) have been developed 
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and successfully applied (early examples: Stohl et al., 2003a; Trickl et al., 2003; Huntrieser et al. 

2005). Turbulence and convection in the PBL as well as moist convection throughout the 

atmosphere are accounted for in the FLEXPART model. The so-called retroplumes yield a much 

more complete picture of where the air masses come from than simple trajectory calculations. The 

model output of a FLEXPART backward calculation is a four-dimensional emission sensitivity 

field which is proportional to the residence time of the particles. Longer residence times mean a 

higher sensitivity to the local emissions. Altitudes of 500 m and less, as used in the investigations 

presented here can be used to identify areas of potential emission uptake from the surface. By 

folding the emission sensitivity with emission fluxes from appropriate inventories the source 

regions may be highlighted. For the simulations carried out within this work the EDGAR 3.2 fast-

track inventory for the year 2000 (Olivier and Berdowski, 2001) has been used. Within this study, 

the potential influence of the East Asian PBL on two intrusion layers has been investigated, but no 

indication was found. 

In the present study particles were released in 200-m bins in the air column above Garmisch-

Partenkirchen, up to 12 km a.s.l., and every hour during observation periods. The backward 

simulations are carried out for periods of 20 days. They include a full “retroplume analysis” as 

described by Stohl et al. (2002a). Both the mean horizontal and vertical position of up to five 

clusters of the retroplume for a 200-m bin is given and the fraction of air coming from the PBL and 

from the stratosphere (threshold 2.0 pvu, polewards of 30 degrees) as a function of backward time. 

Tables of the vertical distribution of the stratospheric air fractions were generated at 1-h intervals 

during the observational periods. The average values of the stratospheric fractions values were 

given for four backward time intervals, 0 to 5 days, 5 to 10 days, 10 to 15 days, and 15 to 20 days. 

4 Results 

More than 200 Stratospheric air intrusions have been observed above Garmisch-Partenkirchen on 

more than 200 days since 1996 either with the ozone DIAL (e.g., Eisele et al., 1999; Zanis et al., 

2003; Trickl et al., 2010), the water-vapour DIAL (first examples: Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008), or 

both systems. For example, in 2013 free-tropospheric ozone peaks on roughly 60 % of the 

measurement days have been attributed to air subsiding from the tropopause region. This underlines 

the importance of STT for the tropospheric ozone budget, in particular since strong pollution-related 

ozone peaks seem to be on a decline. 

In the majority of the intrusion cases observed over Garmisch-Partenkirchen the descent of the 

stratospheric layer to the lower troposphere occurs prior to the arrival of the stratospheric intrusion 
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at the northern rim of the Alps, particularly for the start of the subsidence over Canada or even 

farther to the west (Types 5 and 6 as classified by Trickl et al. (2010) based on source regions). In 

some cases also the departure of the descending layer from the tropopause could be followed. In 

these cases the intrusion occurred closer to the Alps or the stratospheric air stayed in the tropopause 

region much longer and descended in a late phase. In the case of a "classical" direct intrusion 

(Type-1 as defined by Trickl et al. (2010)) the stratospheric air anticyclonically descends from 

Greenland to the Alps, and the intrusion layer exhibits some east-west inclination (Reiter et al., 

1970-1977), with high ozone concentrations at the eastern edge and moderate ones at the lower-

lying western edge that hits the Alpine summits. The subsidence observed with the lidar systems in 

previous studies (e.g., Eisele et al., 1999; Zanis et al., 2003; Trickl et al., 2010) is to a major extent 

due to an eastward drift of the layer roughly perpendicular to the principal direction of the air-mass 

propagation. Most stratospheric air intrusions starting outside Europe and passing over the Northern 

Alps hit the Zugspitze summit (2962 m a.s.l; Trickl et al., 2010). The peak ozone mixing ratio 

observed here rarely exceeds 80 ppb. 

In the following sub-sections we first briefly discuss three intrusion cases deviating from the ideal 

picture of homogeneous descending layers. These cases are characterized by splitting of the 

intrusion layers into thin filaments. Even under these conditions the centres of the air masses were 

found to be extremely dry, exhibiting almost no sign of mixing with the moister tropospheric air. In 

Sec. 4.4 we then summarize the results for the measurements with the water-vapour DIAL obtained 

for quite a variety of deep stratospheric intrusions since 2004. Finally, in Sec. 4.5, we add a short 

section on the CO level and trend in intrusions as observed at the Zugspitze summit between 1990 

and 2004. 

4.1 March 6, 2008 

Lidar Measurements 

The first series of simultaneous ozone and water-vapour measurements at Garmisch-Partenkirchcn 

took place during a particularly spectacular and complex intrusion period exhibiting in three layers 

the highest ozone mixing ratios ever seen in lidar measurements of stratospheric intrusions above 

Garmisch-Partenkirchen during the past fifteen years. The results from both lidar systems and the 

summit station are visualized in Figs. 1, 3 and 4. Figure 2 shows a FLEXPART model calculation, 

described further below, that captures the main features of the lidar series. Figure 5 shows an 

example of LAGRANTO forward trajectory calculations based on re-analysis data (see below). 
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The maximum ozone mixing ratios retrieved for Layers L1 to L3 (upper panel of Fig. 1) are 122, 

177 and 195 ppb, respectively (Fig. 3). The ozone measurements were started rather late, at 6:32 

CET (Central European Time, = UTC + 1 h) on March 6 when a period of rapid subsidence of the 

huge ozone peak of Layer L2 already approached its end.  

The water-vapour measurements (lower panel of Fig. 1) were started at 10:30 CET due to the delay 

caused by the travel to the high-altitude station and the partial removal of roughly 2 m of fresh 

snow. The retrieved H2O densities exhibit considerable similarity in the temporal development of 

the layering with that of ozone. The two layers still visible after the beginning of the measurements, 

L1 and L3, are characterized by extremely low humidity sometimes reaching zero. The density unit 

of the colour scale, 0.15×1022 m3, corresponds to mixing ratios of about 78 ppm at 3.0 km and 111 

ppm at 6.2 km (RH 1.6 % and 7.7 %, respectively). 

It is interesting to note that the dry layer L3 can be followed much longer in the H2O data than 

indicated by the corresponding high-O3 values. The strongly dropping ozone and the slightly rising 

humidity could indicate a transition from air of stratospheric origin to air of upper-tropospheric 

origin. 

Zugspitze Data 

The top of the lowest ozone peak did not fully reach the Zugspitze summit, but, still, 101.9 ppb 

were registered at the summit station at 9:30 CET (Fig. 4), one of the highest values ever recorded 

at this station during intrusions. The relative humidity at the station did not drop below 14 % which 

strongly contrasts the lidar measurements that show zero minimum RH. This fact will be further 

discussed in Secs. 4.4 and 5. For comparison, the minimum relative humidity from the radiosonde 

ascents at Oberschleißheim ("Munich" sonde, 100 km roughly to the north of IMK-IFU) is 1 %. A 

look at recent sonde data, in general, shows that, for unknown reasons, 1 % is obviously the lowest 

value tabulated by the German Weather Service. 

It is interesting to note that the Zugspitze CO drops during the period of highest ozone. Such a drop 

during an intrusion is not always that clearly seen (see also (Trickl, 2010) and the other examples in 

this paper). However, the minimum CO value of 110 ppb is considerably higher than the CO 

mixing ratios between 20 and 40 ppb reported for the stratosphere (e.g., Zahn et al., 1999; Fischer et 

al. 2000; Pan et al., 2004; Hegglin et al., 2009; Vogel et al., 2011). This suggests that even strong 

intrusions such as the one presented here originate in the mixing zone extending up to 3 to 5 km 

above the thermal tropopause (Hoor et al., 2002; Sprung and Zahn, 2010). Due to the low humidity 
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determined with the lidar a strong mixing with tropospheric air during the descent to Europe is 

unlikely. 

 

Model Results 

The LAGRANTO trajectory calculations reveal a filamentary structure with Garmisch-

Partenkirchen being located underneath the easternmost filament of the southward branch of the 

intrusion (Fig. 5). The filament exhibits trajectories passing at a variety of altitudes, depending on 

the start time. However, the trajectory density is too low for visualizing details seen in the 

observations. 

The most important message is: The stratospheric filaments are spatially rather confined, but despite 

this fact very high ozone values and very low humidity were observed. These air masses were 

obviously not subject to significant mixing with the surrounding tropospheric air during their travel 

from Greenland to the Alps. 

FLEXPART twenty-day retroplume calculations were used for evaluating the stratospheric air-mass 

fraction for the observational period shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2). The average 

fractions for the four five-day backward time periods (0-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15-20 days) are almost 

equal, which suggests that the intrusion air was of truly stratospheric origin and descended through 

the tropopause only during the last 5 days before the arrival. The highest values were, however, 

obtained for the 0-5 d and 5-10 d intervals, suggesting that some of the air may have been in the 

stratosphere only for a few days. In Fig. 2 we, therefore, give just the results for the first backward 

time interval. Apart from some vertical displacement of layers L1 and L2 the agreement is 

excellent. As expected from the high ozone levels measured with the lidar the maximum 

stratospheric fractions are of the order of 50 % and, thus, reasonably high. The vertical resolution of 

the model results, which were computed as averages over 200-m intervals, does not reach that of the 

ozone DIAL. Thus, maximum stratospheric fractions for thin layers should be higher than 

calculated. 

Very importantly, the drop in the FLEXPART fractions around noon in Layer L2 almost matches in 

time the ozone cut-off. At the same time the water-vapour density starts to grow. This reflects a 

transition from a more stratospheric to a tropospheric nature of the air mass. It is reasonable to 

assume that this behaviour was imported from the arctic source region. 
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4.2 December 26 to 27, 2008 

Lidar Measurements 

A particularly thin intrusion passed over Central Europe on December 26 and 27, 2008 (Fig. 6). The 

layer differed from all others observed since the beginning of our focussed studies in 1996 by the 

combination of two properties: It could be observed all the way down from the tropopause to 3 km 

and was very thin even in the upper troposphere. Again, a FLEXPART run nicely verifies the 

measurements (Fig. 7; details: see further below). Nevertheless, the same drop in ozone 

concentration took place as in all cases in which strong subsidence was observed with the lidar. In 

the upper troposphere the mixing ratio was about 160 ppb (9:00 CET). The ozone values dropped to 

values of about 90 ppb until noon and roughly 60 ppb during the early hours of December 27, when 

the layer had descended to 3.2 km. Towards the end a slight rise was observed. 

The water-vapour DIAL was not available because the Schneefernerhaus station was closed over 

Christmas. Instead, we give in Fig. 8 the two Vaisala RS-92 sonde measurements at 

Oberschleißheim on December 26 at 13:00 CET (12:00 UTC) and on December 27 at 1:00 CET. 

Despite the considerable distance between the lidar and the sonde station the agreement of the layer 

positions for the two launch times is satisfactory which could be due to an approximate east-west 

propagation of the air stream (see LAGRANTO trajectories further below). The descent of the 

intrusion layer and its considerable dryness are clearly documented. Again, 1 % RH is the lowest 

value listed. 

Zugspitze Data 

The intrusion layer was clearly verified at the Zugspitze summit between December 26, 21 CET, 

and December 27, 4 CET (Fig. 9). There is a steep rise in ozone from 42 ppb to 49 ppb on 

December 26 and then a less pronounced increase in the afternoon of December 27. The minimum 

RH was 30 % and 26 %, respectively. However, a quantitative comparison is not possible since the 

lidar data in Fig. 7 suggest that the peak of the layer passed slightly above the summit station. 

Model Results 

As in the case study presented in Sec 3.1 the LAGRANTO trajectory calculations indicate some 

filamentation (Fig. 10). The filament observed propagates around the eastern side of an anticyclone 

and finally very rapidly descends towards the station in almost zonal orientation. The role of a 

transverse component in the the layer descent of Fig. 6, which is an important factor in many lidar 
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observations of stratospheric intrusions, could not be identified due to an insufficient resolution of 

the model results. 

The FLEXPART results (Fig. 7) reproduce the thin structure of the intrusion layer. However, the 

stratospheric fractions are significantly lower than in the first case. Again, the average fractions do 

not differ very much on the absolute scale. But this time the maximum is located within the 5-10 d 

backward time period, with lower values between 0 and 5 days, indicating a longer time since the 

air had left the stratosphere. 

Since the RH values in Fig. 8 are very low this indicates some significant overestimation of mixing 

in the model (or a lack of vertical resolution) due to the narrow vertical width of the layer. The RH 

results demonstrate that strong decrease of the ozone values in the very thin upper part cannot be 

explained by mixing during the long travel alone (three to four days) from the region around 

Spitsbergen to the Alps. The difference in mixing ratio is more likely caused by the details of the 

air-mass export from the stratosphere at high latitudes. 

4.3 January 22 to 23, 2009 

A second spectacular case, for which extended simultaneous lidar series of both ozone and water 

vapour were achieved, occurred on January 22 and 23, 2009 (see Fig. 11 for ozone, Fig. 12 for 

selected ozone and water-vapour profiles). On these two days, again, an intrusion system descended 

all the way from just below the tropopause down to the Alpine summit levels (marked by the labels 

L1 and L2 in Fig. 11). This intrusion system was accompanied by a second layer of elevated ozone 

(marked by L3 and L4) that stayed at rather constant altitude, first just slightly above and later 

around the Zugspitze summit (Zugspitze data: Fig. 13). A third highlight of this case is that, despite 

a much longer advection time, considerable dryness was, again, observed. 

In Fig. 12 we give two H2O density profiles from two relevant time periods, together with ozone 

profiles from almost simultaneous measurements. In both intrusions, again, the water-vapour 

density was very low. For the narrow lower layer (labelled as L3-L4) the values were particularly 

small between 14:30 CET and 18:20 CET on January 22, with an average of 2.2×1020 m3 and a 

standard deviation of 4.2×1020 m3. For comparison, 1 % RH, calculated from the temperature data 

of the Munich radiosonde, corresponds to an H2O density of 7×1020 m3 at 3200 m. 

Despite the lower-stratospheric humidity level the ozone values in the lower intrusion layer, with 

one exception at 21:00 CET, stayed below 70 ppb. The partly extreme dryness demonstrates that the 
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moderate ozone cannot be explained by mixing of the stratospheric layer with the surrounding 

tropospheric air. 

Although the time series in Fig. 11 looks coherently structured this event was rather complex and 

related to longer advection starting over Canada (Figs. 14 and 15). Again, filamentation is observed 

and the the different elevated-ozone segments are due to the passage of different filaments or 

combinations of filaments. Since the main focus of this paper is on the humidity results the 

interpretation of the intrusion layers L1 to L4 is simplified and shifted to the following subsection.  

 

Brief Analysis 

The LAGRANTO trajectory images in Figs. 14 and 15 yield some information for understanding 

the observations shown in Fig. 11. For STT trajectories initialized early (e.g., January 18, 0:00 

UTC, not shown) two broad bands of STT trajectories (named S1 and S2) originating over Québec 

and Labrador, respectively, approaching Europe parallel on straight pathways. S1 faded away 

within less than one day, but is, still, visible for January 18, 12:00 UTC (Fig. 14). 

During the final part of the approach parts of both intrusions curl off and lead to the formation to of 

a number of filaments that change with time. Four different filaments create the pattern of Fig. 11 

and define the different layers marked as L1 to L4: 

(1) Intrusion layer L3 is related to a filament arriving above Garmisch-Partenkirchen from the 

south-west (Spain) at low altitudes (Fig. 14). This filament, quite interestingly, contains 

components from both S1 and S2. The travel time of these components was roughly four days. 

(2) Layer L4 corresponds to a direct descent further north within S2, as verified by backward 

trajectories calculated with the HYPLIT model (Draxler and Hess, 1998; 

http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT_traj.php, travel time from the southern tip of Greenland: 

four to five days).  

(3) Layer L1 stays at rather high altitudes, and this is also the case for the corresponding trajectory 

bundle identified in Fig. 15. Layer L1 emerged from a later phase of intrusion S2 and proceeded 

to Southern Spain and Northern Morocco before turning towards Central Europe and farther to 

the north-east. Garmisch-Partenkirchen is slightly missed by this bundle. This could be due to 

uncertainties in the trajectory analysis. However, we believe that, due to a missing pronounced 

descent some trajectories could have missed the ETH pressure-difference criterion used for 

identifying strong descent. This view is confirmed by HYSPLIT backward trajectories 
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calculated for Layer L1: they run parallel to the branch in Fig. 15 marked by L1 and reveal an 

air mass descent from about 11 km slightly south of Greenland. 

(4) Layer L2 is deceiving since the almost straight descent of the high-ozone layer in Fig. 11 looks 

almost continuous. Both the LAGRANTO and the HYSPLIT analyses show that two different 

pathways are involved. In Fig. 15 we labelled the trajectory bundle that corresponds to layer L2. 

Within the following 6 h it shifted westward and exactly passed over Garmisch-Partenkirchen in 

the 0:00 UTC (1:00 CET) LAGRANTO trajectory plot at altitudes agreeing with those 

observed. 

4.4 How Dry are Stratospheric Air Intrusions? 

In 2004 and between 2007 and June 2013 very dry air layers descending to 5.5 km and less have 

been observed with the Zugspitze water-vapour DIAL on a total of 80 days. This is roughly one 

quarter of the full number of measurement days and, again (Trickl et al., 2010), demonstrates the 

significance of deep downward transport of lower-stratospheric air for the ozone budget at high 

peaks of the Alps. On eight of these days there is some uncertainty about the stratospheric nature of 

the air mass due to insufficient unclear trajectory results of or the absence of a pronounced ozone 

peak in the corresponding measurements with the ozone DIAL. 

A selection of these cases is listed in Table 1. For comparing these cases with the Zugspitze summit 

station only intrusions with centres subsiding to at least 3.6 km a.s.l. during a specific measurement 

period are included. The maximum uncertainty of the values in intrusion layers derived from the 

DIAL measurements around 3 km is of the order of 5×1020 m3, 25 ppm or 0.5 % RH (Sec. 

3.1), unless there is detector overload caused by particles or snow from the adjacent slopes blown 

through the laser beam. RH data gaps caused by a computer failure or the death of co-author H. E. 

Scheel were filled by values from the German Weather Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD) 

registered at the adjacent DWD Zugspitze summit station. 

We also give the intrusion types as defined by source region and pathway by Trickl et al. (2010) 

and crude estimates of the transport time determined from trajectories. The shortest travel times are 

associated with Type-1 intrusions that anticyclonically approach from the region around Greenland 

to Central Europe. For these cases normally very low water-vapour densities are registered. Type 2 

corresponds to the same source region, but with cyclonic approach to Garmisch-Partenkirchen. In 

many cases longer transport times occur, in particular if the intrusion propagates far south along the 

west coast of Europe before some of the air mass returns towards the Alps. Also formation of large-

scale loops in the advection pathway has been observed for Type 2, e.g., on November 11, 2004, 
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and April 25, 2013. For even longer advection (Type 5: from Eastern Canada; Type 6: from Canada 

west of 80º W or even more remote regions, identified by HYSPLIT calculations) the humidity 

values in the intrusion layers vary more. 

The full statistics on the deep stratospheric intrusions registered with the water-vapour DIAL is 

visualized in the histograms shown in Fig. 16. In the figure we just focus on the volume mixing 

ratio which is the most important quantity for judging the modification of the dry layers on the way 

downward from the tropopause region. The panels are given for different ranges of travel times 

estimated from the LAGRANTO and the HYSPLIT trajectories. For the longer travel times the 

width of the distribution grows in agreement with the idea of increasing tropospheric contributions 

in these layers. There is some indication of a bimodal behaviour for the longest travel times, with a 

very dry component still being observable. This suggests that the air mass can stay more or less 

unchanged for one to two weeks (the time of descent in the HYSPLIT results) in a significant 

number of cases. In the other cases we hypothesize a growing probability of entrainment of moist 

tropospheric air. Such entrainment can occur both by convection or turbulence driven by strong 

vertical wind shear. 

Table 2 lists the average values and standard deviations of different types of humidity for the three 

ranges of travel times specified in Fig. 16. Most importantly, the average mixing ratio for the direct 

intrusions associated with short travel times stays below typical upper-tropospheric values of the 

order of 100 ppm that we derived from radiosonde data (see also below). If we exclude the seven 

values exceeding 100 ppm the average and the standard deviation become even as low as 14 ppm 

and 28 ppm, respectively. This standard deviation agrees with our error estimate for the DIAL 

measurements. For RH, a slightly larger standard deviation of 1.1 % is obtained due to the extended 

altitude range of this assessment. 

Shapiro (1980) suggested a 50-% mixture of stratospheric and tropospheric air in intrusion layers 

after the phase of strongest turbulent mixing. In order to compare our results with this fraction we 

averaged the water-vapour mixing ratios from the radiosonde data for the station Narsarsuaq in 

Southern Greenland (representing the most typical source region) in the uppermost 0.5 to 1.0 km of 

the troposphere. We selected the months March and July 2008 for representing two different 

seasons. The average mixing ratios are 85 ppm during both months, but the standard deviations, 62 

ppm and 31 ppm, respectively, differ strongly. Also the vertical variability of the thermal 

tropopause above Narsarsuaq is substantially stronger in March (roughly 5 to 10 km) than in July (9 

to 11 km). 
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50 % mixing, as estimated by Shapiro, corresponds to an average of the stratospheric mixing ratio 

of 5 ppm and the above monthly average, i.e., 45 ppm. This agrees rather well with the average of 

the minimum values listed in Table 2 for travel times up to three days. On the other hand, the 

conservation of the mixing ratio during the travel of the air mass to the Alps would suggest low 

additional mixing of an intrusion layer after penetrating deeper into the troposphere. It is difficult 

for us to understand why mixing would stop abruptly as the air descends. In addition, the high 

number of even drier cases observed by us even challenges the 50-% fraction of tropospheric air in 

the literature. The discussion of these issues will be resumed in Sec. 5. 

From the large number of comparisons between lidar and station we can conclude that there is an 

obvious wet bias of the order of 10 % RH in the Zugspitze station data (Table 1). Of course, also 

RH values significantly exceeding 10 % have been observed at the station due to the delay with 

respect to the lidar (change in air mass) or insufficient overlap with the dry layer. In rare cases RH 

values in the range down to about 3 % have been seen in the past. We tentatively ascribe this wet 

bias to insufficient cooling of the dew-point mirror. Also the DWD RH data exhibit this wet bias in 

the dry layers. A comparison for an extended period showed reasonable agreement between the two 

instruments within intrusions, although the Weather Service uses Vaisala HMP45D sensors instead 

of a dew-point mirror. This is potentially due to the calibration procedure applied. 

We can clearly exclude that orographic effects (Carnuth and Trickl, 2000; Carnuth et al., 2002) 

influence the minimum values of the in-situ sensors. Daytime slope winds lift moister air from 

lower altitudes to the summit station during the warm season, which then results in positive 

deviations from the DIAL humidity that is measured outside the shallow slope-wind layer 

(Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008). However, the wet bias of the in-situ measurements is also present in 

winter or during night-time when orographic upward transport does not take place and when there is 

no evaporation from wet surfaces. In addition, during periods of subsidence the orographic 

influence is usually suppressed. 

There is much better agreement of the lidar and the radiosonde data. Despite the considerable 

distance between the two measurement sites of about 100 km the agreement with the radiosonde 

data for Oberschleißheim ("Munich"; in a few cases the Stuttgart results had to be taken due to 

missing data) within intrusions is reasonable (see (Vogelmann and Trickl, 2008) for an example). 

The soundings are based on RS 92 sondes at least after August 2005 (Steinbrecht et al., 2008) that 

are obviously capable of reproducing the low humidity levels in these air streams. The data inserted 

into Table 1 were downloaded from the web site http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html 
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and, as mentioned, seem to be artificially cut off at a minimum of 1 % RH. For the case studies in 

Secs. 4.1-4.3 we obtained vertically better-resolved data from the German Weather Service. 

In summary, we conclude that the nature of intrusion layers is far more stratospheric than indicated 

by the dew-point mirror instrument at the summit station. In the majority of cases the minimum 

water-vapour mixing ratio in intrusions that descended to at least 3.6 km is even substantially lower 

than typical upper-tropospheric values. 

4.5 Trend of Zugspitze Carbon Monoxide 1990-2004 

It is an interesting fact that Zugspitze carbon monoxide in stratospheric air intrusions never drops to 

stratospheric values. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, 20 to 40 ppb of CO are expected for fully 

stratospheric air, but the multiple research flights (see Introduction) have found strong evidence of 

higher values in a "mixing layer" in the tropopause region. We conclude that the intrusions 

observed at the Zugspitze summit originate in the lowest few kilometres of the stratosphere, with 

unknown upper-tropospheric admixtures. 

Figure 17 even indicates a positive trend for CO in intrusion layers whereas for non-intrusion layers 

the trend is opposite. This suggests that the lowermost high-latitude stratosphere as the typical 

source regions of the intrusions observed at our measurement site is influenced by upward transport 

of air from regions with growing air pollution, namely in East Asia (see Sec. 5). The downward 

trend for the complementary air masses reflects import predominately from Europe or other regions 

such as North America with diminishing air pollution during that period. 

The results in Fig. 17 were taken as prepared for the ATMOFAST final report (ATMOFAST, 

2005). They are based on data selection using the restrictive traditional criterion 7Be < 85th 

percentile (Scheel, 2002; 2003), that approximately corresponds to the classical 8 mBq m3 

threshold (Sladkovic and Munzert, 1990; Stohl et al., 2000)), and RH < 60 %. This criterion just 

covers roughly one half of the intrusion cases hitting the Zugspitze summit (Trickl et al., 2010). 

Some revision of the results based on our new data filtering strategies (Trickl et al., 2010) is 

planned, but is currently postponed due to the unexpected death of our co-author H. E. Scheel. 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The results so far obtained for deep stratospheric air intrusions reaching the Garmisch-

Partenkirchen area suggest that very little mixing occurs within most of the troposphere and is 

limited to the layer boundaries, without touching the very dry layer cores (Sec. 4.4). In 63 % of the 
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deep intrusion cases corresponding to the lowest panel of Fig. 16 the minimum mixing ratio stays 

below 50 ppm (17 cases even less than 30 ppm) with an average of less than 15 ppm. Intrusions 

directly travelling from the arctic source regions to the Alps arrive within typically two days after 

the departure. Di Girolamo et al. (2009) report RH = 0.2 % between 2 and 4 km even 950 km 

farther downstream in a Type-1 intrusion departing from Southern Greenland, as identified by our 

forecast plots. We have observedThere is evidence of negligible or very small air-mass modification 

for even much longer free-tropospheric transport (Table 1; Bithell et al., 2000; Trickl et al., 

manuscript to be revised). These observations demonstrate that without strong wind shear or 

convective processes free-tropospheric mixing is much slower than anticipated from earlier 

workextremely slow. The examples shown here demonstrate that this is even the case when the 

intrusion air mass is split into separate thin filaments. In the March-2008 case very high ozone 

values were observed at altitudes as low as 3 km, but this is quite exceptional. 

Our findings imply a challenge to atmospheric modelling. In addition to the resolution issue for 

reproducing stratospheric intrusion in models (e.g., Roelofs et al., 2003; Trickl et al., 2010) the 

resolution of the underlying meteorological data field and the parameterization of free-tropospheric 

mixing currently impose limitations. Pisso et al. (2009) reconstructed the observations of a 

Canadian fire plume over the Atlantic in a diffusive Lagrangian approach. The diffusion 

coefficients for reproducing the air-borne measurements were ten times smaller than those in an 

also used moderate-resolution Eulerian model. 

By contrast, the results by Shapiro (1976; 1978; 1980; see Sec. 2) suggest significant turbulent 

mixing in intrusion layers observed in the upper troposphere. However, Shapiro does not address 

the question of how much of the "tropospheric" component was already present before the air mass 

reached the region where he determined turbulent exchange. 

Our ozone observations, at a first glance, seem to show a picture differing from that derived from 

the water-vapour results. The lowest portions of the intrusions reaching the Alps do not carry 

stratospheric amounts of O3, typically just 60 to 80 ppb. An explanation of the low ozone values by 

mixing is now challenged by the very low level of water vapour sometimes even in very thin layers. 

In a number of cases in our record the descending ozone peaks have even exhibited rather sharp 

edges almost not softened by turbulent exchange. Spatial divergence of the intrusion layers cannot 

serve as a general explanation of the moderate peak ozone values since quite frequently the 

trajectory bundles stay almost parallel on the way from, e.g., Greenland to the Alps, the layers 

exhibiting some tendency of becoming vertically thinner during the descent. 
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The parts of Type-1 STT layers passing at higher altitudes carry ozone at significantly higher 

concentrations (e.g., Figs. 6 and 11; Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Zanis et al., 2003). Based on our water-

vapour results we hypothesize that the east-west drop in ozone in the typical intrusion layers could 

to some major extent be caused by the way the layer separates from the tropopause (see also O3-

H2O correlation of Pan et al., 2007). This cannot be studied for the examples in this paper since they 

exhibit filamentation, but we plan to examine more details in the case of a rather homogeneous 

intrusion layer mapped with both airborne and ground-based water-vapour lidar systems (Wirth et 

al., 2009) in a forthcoming paper. Observations of folds forming over Garmisch-Partenkirchen have 

shown ozone layers separating downward from the tropopause with roughly 150 ppb (Trickl et al., 

2010), but also with just about 60 ppb, not differing much from the background level (Fig. 18). 

Our studies are consistent with an outflow of the intrusion layers from the mixing zone above the 

dynamical tropopause. Sprung and Zahn (2010) determined an extent of the mixing zone to 3 to 5 

km above the thermal tropopause. The Zugspitze CO results, revealing just a small drop during STT 

events, indicate that the intrusions mostly do not come from above this layer. Quite interestingly, 

Brioude et al. (2006) also reported more than 90 ppb of CO in a pronounced intrusion layer with 

almost 120 ppb of ozone observed between 600 and 700 mbar during a descent of a MOZAIC flight 

into New York (see (Danielsen et al., 1987) for another example). 

The positive trend of CO advected to the Zugspitze summit in stratospheric air intrusions has 

stimulated us to speculate on potential Asian inflow into the lowermost stratosphere over Northern 

Canada and Greenland, where most intrusions relevant for our area come from. East Asia is the 

region with the currently most strongly increasing level of air pollution (e.g., Richter et al., 2005). 

At the same time warm-conveyor-belt activity is high over the Western Pacific resulting in conside-

rable lifting of polluted air masses towards the Gulf of Alaska (Stohl, 2001; Stohl et al. al., 2002b; 

2003c; Eckhardt, 2004; Cooper, 2004a,b). Roiger et al. (2011) observed an air-pollution plume from 

China in the lowermost stratosphere over Greenland on July 10, 2008. The Zugspitze data reveal a 

CO peak towards the end of an intrusion on July 16, 2008. However, trajectory calculations did not 

yield evidence of matching air masses. 

Trajectory calculations in a case study by Pan et al. (2007) suggest (if transferrable) that Asian 

emissions do not directly flow into the fold itself, but stay more above the jet core. As a 

consequence, one would expect more aged CO contributions in the intrusions, i.e., contributions 

that have circulated in the polar region for some longer time. This could to some extent explain the 

rather weak positive trend in the Zugspitze data. 
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Finally, what are the implications for the quantification of stratospheric ozone reaching the 

Zugspitze summit? First of all, the measurements with the water-vapour DIAL demonstrate that the 

wet bias of the dew-point-mirror instrument used is artificial and possibly caused by insufficient 

cooling of the mirror. Our results imply that the data filtering applied to the Zugspitze data is 

significantly more realistic than thought. Since the humidity measurements cannot be repeated back 

to 1978 with a more accurate instrument an estimate of tropospheric contributions to intrusion 

layers has limitations. Some strategy must be derived for estimating the true stratospheric 

component from the measured RH values for the cases with enhanced mixing or with insufficient 

overlap with an intrusion layer. In any case, for the identification of intrusion layers RH thresholds 

up to 30 % as used in the past (Beekmann, 1997; Trickl et al., 2010) will remain adequate. 

However, due to the mixed composition of the tropopause region some complexity will emerge if 

one wants to identify ozone of true stratospheric origin. 

Alternatively, other tracers could additionally be used for the data filtering. However, the number of 

substances measured at the Zugspitze summit has been limited and not necessarily cover the entire 

period of the ozone soundings back to 1978. For the future a change in humidity instrumentation 

and parameters is highly desirable. 
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Table 1. List of minimum humidity values (volume mixing ratio, VMR, and RH) in stratospheric 
air intrusions detected with the water-vapour DIAL; only intrusions that descended to 3.6 km and 
less and (with one exception) observed at the Zugspitze summit were included; the values are 
compared with minimum-RH data from the Munich or Stuttgart radiosonde (RHS; AltS: layer 
altitude in sonde measurement) and the Zugspitze summit station (RHZ; in italics: from DWD). The 
intrusion types are listed as defined by Trickl et al. (2010). The crude travel time (TT) is estimated 
from the trajectory results. OZ: Measurement(s) of ozone DIAL available; AltM: Altitude of sonde 
minimum RH 

 

Date   Time Altitude  Min. VMR Min. RH  Intr.  TT OZ RHS AltS      RHZ 
  [CET]   [km]      [ppm]    [%]    Type  [d]   [%]  [km]       [%] 

March 12, 2007  22:25    2.9          0.0     0.0        3   2 No    5  2.7        7.7 
April 5, 2007  12:08    3.0      130.0     1.8        1   2 Yes    4  3.8      10.0 
April 19, 2007  12:01    3.1          0.0     0.0        1   3 Yes    2  3.4        7.6 
Oct. 11, 2007  14:12    3.3        36.4     0.4        1   4 Yes    5  2.7      14.5 
Oct. 31, 2007  12:39    3.3      27.2   0.4        1   2 No    2  3.3      14.0 
Dec. 13, 2007  19:14    3.0        24.4     0.6        1   2 No    2  3.8        9.4 
Dec. 14, 2007  16:15    3.2        11.6     0.4        1   4 No    1  3.3      17.0 
Feb. 11, 2008  11:22    2.9          0.0     0.0        4   4 No    2  3.3        9.8 
March 6, 2008  11:18    3.0          0.0     0.0        1  3.5-4 Yes    1  3.6      14.5 
March 19, 2008    9:53    3.1        53.0     1.0        1   2-4 No  (17)  3.2      (28.0) 
Oct. 17, 2008  20:09    3.2      27.3   0.3        1   2 No    1  2.8        6.2 
Jan. 22, 2009  16:49    3.1      15.9   0.4        5   4 Yes    4  2.9      10.6 
March 16, 2009  13:58    3.4      124.8     2.2        1   3.5 No    2  5.1      (23.1) 
Oct. 27, 2009  12:54    3.6      28.4   0.4        4   1.5 Yes    3  3.7        9.5 
March 8, 2010  12:58    3.4        68.2     4.8        1  2-4 No    4  3.4      22 DWD 
March 17, 2010  16:10    3.3      26.8   0.6        6a  > 11 No    3  3.2      21 DWD 
Oct. 4, 2011  10:28    3.0          1.8     0.0        2   3 No    5  3.9        9 DWD 
Nov. 24, 2011  10:18    3.3      162.1     2.5        5   4 Yes    5  4.2        3 DWD 
Jan. 12, 2012  16:06    3.3          3.6     0.1       6a  11 No    6  3.2      23 DWD 
Aug. 8, 2012    8:12    3.1      15.8   0.2       6a  13 No    7  4.0      29 DWD 
Oct. 8, 2012    9:42    3.0          0.0     0.0        2  2-4 No    1  3.0        8 DWD 
Feb. 13, 2013  12:31    3.1        15.2     0.6        1   2 No     5  4.0     n.a. 
 
Meanb    :     22.3     0.55       3.3       10.9 
Standard deviationb        54.0     1.27       1.8         3.3 
 
(a) from HYSPLIT run 

(b) calculated without values in brackets and without RH values from the German Weather Service 
(Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD) 
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Table 2. Minimum humidity values in stratospheric intrusion layers as observed with the Zugspitze 
DIAL in the altitude range between 2.9 and 3.6 km (in 2004 and from 2007 to June 2013) for 
different travel times from the stratosphere to Garmisch-Partenkirchen 

 

(a) Number Density  

Travel time Mean value Standard deviation 

1 to 3 d: 8.7×1020 m3  1.3×1021 m3 
4 to 6 d: 2.1×1021 m3  2.9×1021 m3 
> 6 d:  3.9×1021 m3  4.4×1021 m3 

(b) Mixing Ratio 

Travel time Mean value Standard deviation 

1 to 3 d:   49 ppm    73 ppm 
4 to 6 d: 121 ppm  164 ppm 
> 6 d:  222 ppm  247 ppm 

(c) Relative Humidity 

Travel time Mean value Standard deviation 

1 to 3 d:     1.1 %  1.5 % 
4 to 6 d:     2.1 %  3.6 % 
> 6 d:      3.5 %  3.3 % 
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Figures: 

 

Fig. 1. Ozone and water-vapour sounding series on March 6, 2008, showing three high-ozone (low-

humidity) layers (L1-L3) caused by a stratospheric air intrusion system; the time is given with 

respect to 0:00 CET (Central European Time, = UTC + 1 h). The numbers denoting the colour of a 

given H2O density range correspond to the respective lower boundary. 
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Fig. 2. FLEXPART stratospheric fractions for the period shown in Fig. 1, obtained from twenty-day 

retroplume calculations 

Please, print Fig. 2 just below Fig. 1, if possible, all two columns wide. 
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Fig. 3. Selected ozone profiles from the measurement series shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1; a few 

error bars representative for the respective altitude ranges are given for a judgement of the data quality 

that is influenced by the strong light absorption in the intrusion layers. The Munich thermal 

tropopause was located at 11.3 km at 1:00 CET (0:00 UTC) and at 10.6 km at 13:00 CET. 
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Fig. 4. Zugspitze ozone, carbon monoxide, and relative humidity (RH) in early March 2008; the 

range of elevated values in the black top trace indicates the zone of STT according to filtering 

Criterion 2 of (Trickl et al., 2010), i.e., RH < 60 % and RH < 30 % within the adjacent 6 h. The 

violet triangles on the RH curve also mark the time period during which Criterion 2 was valid. 

Despite the remarkable ozone rise the carbon monoxide mixing ratio stays far above full 

stratospheric values of 20 to 40 ppb. 
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Fig. 5. Five-day LAGRANTO intrusion trajectories, based on ECMWF re-analysis data: the 

trajectories were initiated on March 4, 2008, at to = 12:00 UTC (13:00 CET). The time positions on 

the trajectories for to, to + 2 d and to + 4 d are marked by dark blue, light blue and black dots, 

respectively. The position of Garmisch-Partenkirchen is marked by a red dot. It is reached almost 

exactly two days after to. The pressure level of 700 mbar corresponds to an altitude of 

approximately 3 km (Zugspitze). 

Please, print figure two columns wide! 
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Fig. 6. Time series of ozone from lidar measurements an December 26 and 27, 2008, showing a 

very thin stratospheric air intrusion descending from the tropopause to almost 3 km a.s.l.; after the 

descent the intrusion seems to climb again to more than 4 km 

 

Fig. 7. FLEXPART stratospheric fractions for the period shown in Fig. 8, obtained from twenty-day 

retroplume calculations; the average fractions for the first five backward days are taken. 

Figure 7 should be printed just below Fig. 6! 
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Fig. 8. Relative-humidity profiles of the Munich radiosonde on December 26 and 27, 2008 (source: 

German Weather Service); the intrusion layer is seen at 6.7 km (December 26, 13:00 CET) and at 

3.4 km (December 27, 1:00 CET). Please, note that the sonde data are cut off at 1 % RH. Thermal 

tropopause: 11.3 km and 10.2 km, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Zugspitze data around December 26, 2008; during the intrusion period on late December 26 

and on December 27 just a slight anti-correlation of ozone and carbon monoxide is seen. 
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Fig. 10. Five-day LAGRANTO intrusion trajectories, based on ECMWF re-analysis data: the 

trajectories were initiated on December 23, 2008, at to = 0:00 UTC (1:00 CET). The time positions 

on the trajectories for to, to + 2 d and to + 4 d are marked by dark blue, light blue and black dots, 

respectively. The position of Garmisch-Partenkirchen is marked by a red dot. It is reached during 

the observational period. 

Please, print figure two columns wide! 
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Fig. 11. Ozone soundings on January 22 and 23, 2009; four intrusion layers (L1, L2, L3, L4) have 

been identified, corresponding to different advection pathways (see text). 
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Fig. 12. Two selected water-vapour density profiles from the single-day time series that ended 

shortly before 21:00 CET. The corresponding ozone profiles are given for comparison. The labels 

L1, L3 and L4 correspond to those in Fig. 11. The dryness of the intrusion layers layers is further 

visualized by adding the number density corresponding to 40 % relative humidity, calculated from 

the Munich 13:00-CET.temperature profile. 
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Fig. 13. Zugspitze data around January 22, 2009; the maximum of intrusion layer L4 is visible 

during the final hours of January 22. CO drops by only 10 ppb during that period. 
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Fig. 14. Five-day LAGRANTO intrusion trajectories, based on ECMWF re-analysis data; the 

trajectories were initiated on January 18, 2009: at to = 0:00 UTC (1:00 CET). The time positions on 

the trajectories for to, to + 2 d and to + 4 d are marked by dark blue, light blue and black dots, 

respectively. Deviating from the operational forecast mode the full length of the trajectories is five 

days here. The position of Garmisch-Partenkirchen is marked by a red dot. It is reached during the 

observational period by components from both intrusions, S1 and S2 (Layer L3 in Fig. 11). 

Please, print figure two columns wide! 
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Fig. 15. As Fig. 14, but initiated during a later phase of that intrusion, on January 20, 2009, at to = 

6:00 UTC (7:00 CET). Only intrusion S2 is left. L1 (marked three times during its approach) and 

L2 correspond to layers shown in Fig. 11 as explained in more detail in the text.  

Please, print figure two columns wide! 
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Fig. 16. Histograms of the minimum H2O volume mixing ratios on days with DIAL observation of 

a stratospheric air intrusion for three different ranges of air-mass travel times; only days with 

intrusion layers showing humidity minima at 4.5 km and less have been included. 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the trends for Zugspitze CO based on the annual mean values for all data 

(upper curve) and the data for periods with stratospheric influence (lower curve) 
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Fig. 18. The ozone measurements on October 11, 2013, show a layer with just slightly enhanced 

ozone gradually separating from the tropopause (located at about 7 km a.s.l.), centred at about 6 km 

at 16:00 CET and at 4.75 km at 17:00 CET. Please, note the small error bars after recent system 

upgrading. 


